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The Numbering of Paper Money During Series
Changes in the Current Size Notes

By Seymour Kashin

There has been and continues to be considerable mis-
understanding concerning what have come to be called
"change-over," "hold-over" or "turn-over" pairs. These
terms refer to consecutively numbered pairs of notes of
the same denomination and type, but of different series.
Such pairs occurred whenever new plates were introduced
containing signature or other changes and placed in use
simultaneously with the plates they were designed to re-
place. During such transition periods sheets of notes
printed from plates of different series would be stacked
for finishing. The latter would include the application
of seals, serial numbers and cutting.

The stacking of printed sheets of notes tended to be
indiscriminate during a transition period, resulting in
the production of consecutively numbered notes of differ-
ing series. As these occur during a period of transition,
they should more properly be called "transition" pairs.

The practice of using plates until worn, even after the
introduction of a new series, dates from the introduction
of modern paper money in the mid-19th century. The
scarcity or non-existence of transition pairs produced
during the earlier period is due to the relatively low
production rate during that period; the scarcity of col-
lectors and collector unawareness, or collector disinterest.
Theoretically, such pairs can have occurred in all series
and/or signature combinations produced prior to the
abandonment of the practice of plate engraving signa-
tures.

The First Change

Transition pairs exist in the current size notes in-
troduced in 1929. These are the result of two major
design changes in addition to the already described signa-
ture changes. The first of these changes resulted from
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing's desire to improve
the visibility of the check numbers that were applied to
the finished plates. Plates 86 and 87 of the $10 Silver
Certificates, series 1934, were altered by increasing the
size of the check numbers from .02 inches to .04 inches.
The two altered plates were also assigned the series
designation, 1934A. The face plate of the $5 Silver
Certificate (307) and back plate of the $20 Federal Re-
serve Note (204) were similarly altered.

There has been considerable disagreement within the
paper money fraternity concerning the significance of
the check number size change. The fact that the Bureau
assigned a new series designation to the change seems
to answer the question beyond doubt. The introduction
of the new series produced two interesting varieties in
addition to transition pairs. The varieties are face plates
of the new large check number series printed with back
plates of the earlier small check number series and vice
versa. The Rev. Frank H. Hutchins, borrowing a term
from coin collecting, has dubbed such notes "mules."
Transition pairs are known in all combinations of large
and small check number notes.

An interesting variant of the large and small check
number study concerns the possibility of a more exten-
sive check number size study by the Bureau, errors in
the choice of check number styli, or a combination of
both. Notes have been found with check numbers .03
inches. This "intermediate" size check number is regu-
larly found on Philippine paper money produced by the
Bureau and on bonds. Notes have been found with the
intermediate size check number which predated, coincided
with and postdated the large and small number tests.
A list of known plates is as follows; others may exist:

$ 5 FRN Atlanta District Series 1928
	

Face Plate 7

	

1 Silver Certificate 	 Series 1934
	

Face Plate 7

	

10 Silver Certificate 	 Series 1934
	

Face Plate 1, 2

	

1 Silver Certificate 	 Series 1935A Back Plate 470
5 FRN New York District Series 1934B Face Plate 212

As with other plate changes, transition pairs also exist.

The Second Change

The second change occurred with the introduction of
the Clark-Snyder plates. At the time the Bureau was
preparing to introduce plates containing 18 subjects re-
placing the former 12-subject plates. The larger plates
would also require greater precision in the sheet cutting
procedure in order to limit spoilage from this source.
An alternative possibility, adopted by the Bureau, re-
duced the engraved area occupied by each subject and
thus increased the margin size between notes. New 12-
subject face plates were prepared on which the engraved
area was narrowed. These were placed in use before
back plates could be prepared, so that all of these notes
exist with both wide and narrow back plates. Transition
pairs can also be found in many of these series.

Narrow plates were produced for all denominations
except $2 since the latter already conformed to the new
dimensions. Narrow plates were introduced with the
following series:

$ 1 SC 1935D
5 USN 1928F; SC 1934D; FRN 1934D

10 SC 1934D; FRN 1934D
20 FRN 1934D
50 FRN 1934D

100 FRN 1934D

The Third Change

No discussion of this subject would be complete with-
out some mention of a third change produced during
this period. A back plate was introduced during the
printing of the 1934C series $20 note which was re-
engraved to update the general appearance of the White
House. Both types of back plate exist in the 1934C
series, but I am unaware of the earlier back plate ap-
pearing with the 1934D series. If such "mules" exist
they would constitute a major new find, as would transi-
tion pairs, which to the best of my knowledge, remain
undiscovered.
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Front and back of $20 Federal Reserve Note transition pair, group
9 as listed on next page.

Having introduced this subject with reference to
signature changes, it is only fitting to conclude with a
more detailed discussion of such changes. Modern size
notes have contained 18 different signature combinations
since their introduction in 1929, excluding National Bank
Notes. Not all denominations or types include all
signature combinations nor have all signatures been en-
graved on the printing plate. This practice was first
adopted with the 1935A series $1 Silver Certificate where
a separate lithographed plate was prepared containing
the signatures and series designation. These were then
overprinted on the engraved note in the manner of the
seal and serial numbers. This practice was extended to
all other denominations with the Clark-Snyder or Priest-
Humphrey combinations. Plate engraved signatures were
reintroduced with the introduction of the $100 United
States Note, series of 1966, and subsequently to all other
denominations beginning with the series 1963B $1
Federal Reserve Note.

Transition pairs are known in nearly all series of all
denominations of notes printed prior to the abandonment

of plate engraved signatures. The most spectacular
transition pairs were produced during the great depres-
sion due to the sharply diminished money supply require-
ment. This lessened the printing demands upon the
Bureau, resulting in plates lasting longer. An excellent
example is the $1 Silver Certificate, series 1928A, B, C,
D & E, where consecutively numbered pairs have been
found in various combinations of the five series. This
example is by no means unique.

Some years ago I had the good fortune to see and
record the majority of notes in a pack of $20 bills printed
during a signature transition. A list of these notes is
appended to illustrate the manner in which such pairs
were created. The observed pack contained 11 out of a
possible 13 transition pairs in two numerical runs of 50
notes each. These 100 pieces (of which I saw 80) were
printed from four different face plates and six back
plates. The random pattern tends to illustrate the point
made earlier concerning the use of plates until worn.
Occasionally, too, plates seem to have been removed from
service only to reappear at some later date.
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1934? 118B B
1934? 119B C
1934?3 1
1934?1

120B
121B

D
E

1934? 122B F
1934B 123B A
1934B 124B B
1934B 125B C
1934B 126B D
1934B 127B E

11934B 128B F4 11934A 129B A
1934A 130B B
1934A 131B C
1934A 132B D
1934A 133B E

f1934A 134B F5 11934B 135B A
1934B 136B B
1934B 137B C
1934B 138B D
1934B 139B E

11934B 140B F6 11934A 141B A
1934A 142B B
1934A 143B C
1934A 144B D
1934A 145B E
1934A 146B F
1934A 147B A
1934A 148B B
1934A 149B C
1934A 150B D
1934B B18265651B A
1934B 652B B
1934B 653B C
1934B 654B D
1934B 655B E

11934B7 1934A
656B
657B

F
A

1934A 658B B
1934A 659B C
1934A 660B D
1934A 661B E
(1934A 662B F

81934B 663B A
1934B 664B B
1934B 665B C
1934B 666B D
1934B 667B E

9 11934B
1934A

668B
669B

F
A

1934A 670B B
1934A 671B C
1934A 672B D

?
?
?
?
?

?
?
?
?
?

110 470
110 470
110 470
110 470
110 470
110 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470

110 470
110 470
110 470
110 470
110 470
110 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470
80 470

109 456
109 456
109 456
109 456
109 456
109 456

79 478
79 478
79 478
79 478
79 478
79 478

109 478
109 478
109 478
109 478
109 478
109 478

79 478
79 478
79 478
79 478
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673B E 79 478
674B F 79 478
675B A 109 476
676B B 109 476
677B C 109 476
678B D 109 476
679B E 109 476
680B F 109 476
681B A 79 476
682B B 79 476
683B C 79 476
684B D 79 476
685B668856B E

F
79
79

476
476

687B668878
688B

A
B

109
109

476
476

689B C 109 476
690B D 109 476
691B E 109 476
692B F 109 476
693B 80 448
694B B 80 448
695B
696B

C
D

80
80

448
448

697B E 80 448
698B F 80 448
699B A 110 448
700B B 110 448

A study of the techniques employed in the creation and
production of paper money is an important aspect of the
hobby and is still in its infancy by contrast with philately.
This is an area where further research is warranted. The
introduction of automated and increasingly more sophis-
ticated equipment for the production of an ever-growing
volume of paper money is tending to limit the opportunity
for variety. The layout and style of the various corn-
ponents comprising the whole note are becoming more
and more standardized and hence less interesting. Con-
versely, the techniques that are being employed to in-
crease the rate of production, while lowering unit cost,
also seem to be permitting the release of more errors.
This seems to be an inescapable result of mass produc-
tion.

There are still vast unexplored areas for the serious
collector of paper money. While the reintroduction of
engraved signature plates has not yielded transition pairs
to date, and may not due to the many changes in pro-
duction techniques at the Bureau, paper and ink varieties
are known but largely unrecorded. These varieties and
many others could lead to the development of the kinds
of specialized research and collecting so common in
philately.

American Bank Note News

The 1971 annual report of the American Bank Note
Co. reported that "we have been successful in obtaining
printing orders for currency from several nations that
we have not served in recent years" but did not specify
which countries. It also noted that ABN has, since Janu-
ary, 1972, been printing a portion of the nation's food
coupons under a contract with the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing. In addition, the state of New Jersey is
now using ABN intaglio-printed driver's licenses, por-
tions of which utilize fluorescent inks to combat forgery,
and New York City has ordered similar tickets for its
Off-Track Betting Corporation.
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TWENTY DOLLAR FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES 	 1934A
10 1934A

COMPLETE WITH TRANSITION PAIRS 	 11934B
Check No. 	 1934B

Face 	 Back 1934B
1934B
1934B79	 380

79	 380 	 ii {1934B
'179 380 1934A
1934A
1934A

79	 380
109	 380
109 	 380 	 1934A
109 	 380 	 1934A
109	 380 	 12 f1934A

11934B109	 380
1934B109	 380

?	 ? 1934B
1 ?	 ?	 1934B

?	 ?	 1934B
? 	 ?

13 1119934AB? 	 ? 1934A
? 	 ? 1934A
?	 ? 1934A

Series

1934A

Serial

B18265101B

Pos.

C
1934A 102B D
1934A 103B E

f 1934A1 11934B
104B
105B

F
A

1934B 106B B
1934B 107B C
1934B 108B D
1934B 109B E
1934B 110B F

11934?
1934?

111B
112B

A
B

1934? 113B C
1934? 114B D
1934? 115B E
1934? 116B F
1934? 117B A

1934A
1934A
1934A
1934B
1934B
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